
AGE GROUP: U8 WEEK #3 THEME: PASSING

ACTIVITY DIAGRAM

Fundamental | Warm-Up | Footskills (15'-20`)

‣ Everyone with a bal l– moving and dribbling
‣ On coaches command, players must do a move
‣ After doing a move players continue to dribble
Progressions: After doing a move, players must accelerate as fast as they can.  
Specify what moves they should do at first.
Move: Review 2nd Week Moves + (Side Step)
Key Coaching Points:
‣ Head up to read game
‣ Fake to throw defender off
‣ Change of direction
‣ Change of speed

Passing Technique (15'-20`)

Go Over the Proper Technique
‣ Cones 10yrds apart, players passing back and forward. 
‣ Two touches: receive and pass using the right technique. 
‣ After a while make it competitive, every pass is a point. 
‣ Any mistake they must restart from 0. Players with a higher record win.
Key Coaching Points:
‣ Pass with the inside of the foot.
‣ Keep upper body on top of the ball.
‣ Plain foot pointing to their target.
‣ Lock the ankle.

Match Related Activity (15'-20`)

‣ Divide group in two teams. In a rectangle 50 X 30 yards.  
‣ Make a line in the middle. Have every player with a soccer ball. 
‣ On coach`s sign they must pass their soccer ball to the other side. Play for 1'. 
‣ The team with less soccer balls in their side wins. Team loses points for every 

ball that goes out of bounce.
Progressions: must receive before passing. Have to do a move. Use left foot.
Key Coaching Points:
‣ Pass into the open space
‣ Pass with the inside of the foot.
‣ Keep upper body on top of the ball.
‣ Plain foot pointing to their target.
‣ Lock the ankle.

Match Condition Game | 4v4 (15'-20`)

‣ 3 passes before they score
‣ Give points for goals and for players making a good first touch.

Key Coaching Points:
Focus on passing technique  �
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